 Abstract-This paper considers the application of KuttaJoukowski law for description of a number of phenomenon inherent to biological cells in the framework of Rosen biological optimality theory. The applicability of this approach to model artificial cells is demonstrated and the possible application of similarity theory together with dimensional theory for this purpose is also outlined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Less than a year ago our Russian colleague in his paper [1] considered the problem of artificial cell deformation from the standpoint of nonlinear dynamics. Earlier he has shown that iCHELL deformations, changing their shape and leading to interactions between them, can be induced by external effects [2] .
Since the mechanics of such cells is similar to bubble mechanics [3] , it is obvious that iCHELL nonlinear dynamics is equivalent to nonlinear hydrodynamics of the microbubble medium [4] . As the cell boundaries are also phase boundaries, surface deformations cause surface tension changes on them [5] . It is obvious that surface tension causing bubble deformation during its growth, is due to buoyancy forces [6] , i.e. the force gradient at the interface. Such systems can be easily simulated using Joukowski equations because Kutta-Joukowski lift is also caused by a lifting force.
This fact does not imply that the cell itself should possess a lifting force like a wing, as it is inconsistent with experimental observations. Joukowski equation can be applied to other kinds of forces more likely observed in biological systems. For example, its applicability to the calculation of electric fields was shown in [7] , which can be used in various electrical concepts of morphogenesis and behavior of living systems (galvanotropism, electromorphology, galvanotaxis, etc). In [8] Joukowski equation was used for isothermal curve calculation and its the calculation of isoenergetic families of orbits was also performed using this equation in [9] . Its universal applicability to the general cases of asymptotic trajectories of dynamical systems [10] , resulting in a successful use of this approach in the case of the Manuscript received April 16, 2013; revised August 3, 2013. structures described in [1] , is consistent with the applicability of hydrodynamic equations to electrodynamic and other systems (Laplace equation, etc) [11] . Indeed, as it was correctly stated in [12] : "The combination of problems involving particle dynamics and those involving dynamics of nonlinear media in absence of collisions brought about a sort "physical laboratory," in which it proved possible to demonstrate a real physical analogue of virtually any process from any other domain of physics".
However, if we assume that hydrodynamic lifting force is the cause of mobility and deformability, then Joukowski formula can be applied for gliding (passive) flight modeling in artificial cell analogs found in plankton [13] .
The formal phenomenological convergence of cell biophysics and aerohydrodynamics characterized by Joukowski transforms occurs in an unexpected area -the string theory where Joukowski variable is used [14] . Since the strings along with branes -membranes in Mtheory are extended objects, it is possible to describe the formation of their analogs such as strings and membranous structures formed in biochemical systems [15] - [17] using Joukowski formula. However, as such systems possess the analogy with cell communication [18] [19] [20] , it would be useful to relate this approach to cell assembly formation due to their mutual force interactions, described in [1] . A particular interest in Joukowski theory application to biomimetic structures [15] - [17] selfassembly description is due to the fact that those structures in some cases possess chirality [21] - [25] , while in the framework of the string theory chiral anomalies are possible [26] - [30] with both the strings and membranes (branes) formed from them [31] - [35] demonstrating a sort of chirality. Certainly, biological chirality is not the same as chirality at cosmological level, but it does not negate the applicability of Joukowski equation to chiral objects at the appropriate organization scale. As far as we know, N. E. Joukowski did not limit the applicability of his formalism for the distant branches of knowledge and matter organization scales [36] , which corresponds to the theory of similarity and scale invariance in hydrodynamics [37] . Hence, in this way the applicability of Joukowski formalism to the membrane theory appears to be model in this case with respect to the same property in biophysical chemistry.
Its applicability to capsular cell models like inorganic cells would be an appropriate model of morphogenesis and hydrodynamically induced evolutionary dynamics [38] , [39] in biological cells [40] , [41] (However, this statement, as well as the book cited illustrating this thesis, is far from certain, but this assumption is not necessary because of the above mentioned applicability of Joukowski equation to the fields of non-hydrodynamic nature). The morphological analogy between the bubbles and protocells is not random. It is due to the unity of the physical principles determining their form [42] , osmotic and transport processes in them [43] .
In this regard, to date a very little number of works have been published on the specific study of microbiological morphology spontaneous morphogenesis under hydrodynamic forces of the surrounding media except the old papers by A. Bary [44] - [47] which have recently been reprinted by "print on demand". He considered either photophysical [48] , or endogenous physiological and biochemical factors [49] as the taxis driving force in microbiological morphogenesis. To our knowledge, de Bary in his work "Vergleichende Morphologie und Biologie der Pilze, Mycetozoen und Bacterien", challenging Rozanoff hypothesis on principle of geotropic plasmodium movement and deformation, attached a great importance to cell hydrotropism with rheotropism and thermotropism coupled to it in reactiondiffusion processes of mass transfer (to date most of papers by de Bary still remain relevant and are of great historical interest; for example, see supplementary papers [68] - [70] ). Meanwhile, the possibility of morphologically, geometrically and topologically similar microstructure formation [50] during artificial cell synthesis (in particular, inorganic iCHELLs) in the absence of genetic code and complex biochemical machinery makes it necessary to explain their habit formation under the influence of single external physico-chemical factors without biochemical ones. In other words, primitive cellular form morphogenesis and deformation simulation can be performed using hydrodynamic methods, particularly with the Joukowski formalism, and it is possible to apply them to inorganic cells: iCHELLs or their analogs.
Thus we propose to use Kutta-Joukowski theorem & equation and Joukowski transform for artificial cell (iCHELL) morphogenesis and behavior simulation. According to Rosen optimality theory [51] cited in hydrodynamic description of growing forms by Darwin in ecohydrology [52] one can take the most effective flow forms as optimum. Thus, we reduce the calculations to the minimum by rejecting ineffective further eliminated hydrodynamic flow profiles. The subsequent varying of certain parameters and variables provides a number of evolutionary and hydrodynamically optimal morphologies, and then we can visualize the flow around them as iterative optimization for standard morphological and physiological functions realization. This condition can be seen by reference to Kutta-Joukowski theorem and generally known similarity theory.
II. HELPFUL HINTS
The calculation were performed using Joukowski Transform NASA Applet developed by Glenn Research Center or by FoilSimU III (it can be downloaded from http://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/foil3u.html).
For a better understanding of the material given below let us introduce some minimal necessary information about the formalism used. The calculation and visualization was carried out using Joukowski functiona conformal mapping (it is one of the classical elementary functions in complex analysis, as most of trigonometric and hyperbolic functions can be represented as a superposition of exponential function and Joukowski function) which is defined as a complex plane transformation:
by the equation
A similarity can be also written
where z x iy  and i
The bend angle and the profile thickness can be changed by varying the circle radius and position relative to 0 . The circle center coordinates are variable and their different values change the profile shape (here and further the airfoil analog). The circle encloses the point  = -1 and crosses the point  = 1. This can be achieved for any admissible center position xy i   by varying the radius. In general, the transformation of any complex number  to z can be realized as:
Thus, the real (x) and imaginary (y) components are:
Joukowski airfoil is usually calculated for a cylinder, but at a low cylinder height it is possible to partly neglect this, calculating the section of an anisometric (or so called prosenchymal) cell in the same way. Then we calculate the complex velocity W on a circle in  plane. 
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G corresponds to the Kutta condition:
The COMPLEX velocity W on the airfoil can be also defined as:
where xy W u iu  Joukowski transform, giving the potential flow for the airfoil corresponding to the given circle, was applied to the result of the potential flow calculation for the circle in 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS.
A. Cell Deformations in Morphogenesis and Cytotomy
Let us assume that the initial cell has an almost round profile. Then the cell flow profile will have a form shown in Fig. 1a with generating cylinder shown in Fig. 1b . In the case shown the radius was 3.468 у.е., Х-val = Y-val = 0.128, the slope angle was 8.6 deg (that is however not important for the cylinder), camber was 6.4 % and thickness was equal to 12.975% without circulation. Cell cytotomy in the flow can be simulated in a similar way in a similar way. Fig. 7-9 show examples of cytotomy simulation using the above approach. Fig. 7 demonstrates the result without Kutta condition and Fig.  8, 9 -with Kutta condition. Comparison of Fig. 8 and Fig.  9 provides the evidence for the possibility of asymmetrical cell division / amitosis (on asymmetric cell division, see for example supplementary literature [71] - [75] ) simulation, which is morphologically described in recently reprinted old papers [53] and [54] , [55] . This data were comprehensive enough for that stage of the science development and do not contradict to contemporal data [56] in the framework of their recognition within simple models similar to those described in this paper.
The program also provides numerical data on the upper and low surface profile (see Table I & II) and simulation parametric elements. The examples of parametric for two cases of an elliptical profile with and without the curvature are given in Tables III, IV . From the simulation data which do not possess numerical correspondence to biological or biomimetic forms, that follows from the absolute values given in the tables, but are related to them in terms of the similarity theory in its classical mechanical form [57] - [61] (significant results in the area of similarity theory and dimension analysis are described in: Milisavlevich B.M. Dimensional Analysis and Similarity Theory in Applied Mechanics and Heat Transfer, Wiley-ISTE, 2013 (in press) and other works), the flow optimality oscillations can also be obtained for the deformed artificial cells. For many purposes, this approach is useful as it stands and this is made plausible by intuitive-logical arguments. It is easy to see that this condition is necessary. But let us return to the general idea of this paper.
We can demonstrate the above statement by examining the changes in the dependence of hydrodynamic efficiency on the cell deforming pressure. The numerical simulation data are given in the Table V. The initial unperturbed cell habit (Example 1) shows a symmetrical response to pressure regardless of its direction (Examples 2, 3) but changes the curve character during active angular motion in the flow (Example 4). In the case of a simultaneous change in the attack angle and the profile curvature (Examples 5, 6) these relationships change asymmetrically also regardless of the attack direction changes (compare Example 5 with Example 7; Example 4 with Example 8).
B. Concept verification using model iCHELLs.
As follows from the above material, bacillus-like cells can be described as wing airfoils and can be easily transformed into vibrio-like forms. Similar results can be observed with iCHELLs -cell differentiation models. If the above assumptions are correct, generation cylinder corresponding to a round iCHELL or a similar structure should take a curved shape under deformations and longterm optimality selection in a hydrodynamic medium. This effect is really observed in the experiments. We asked the author of [1, 2] to provide artificial cell images with serious deformations. The micrographs given below indicate the presence of significant perturbations of hydrodynamic or some other nature during artificial cell morphology formation or development. Fig. 10 demonstrates the cell deformation (distortion, curvature) with the curvature of the "cytoskeleton" (or at least its central "axis"), which is consistent with biomechanical principles. Small cells have little or no deformations suggesting that deformation occurs only with the critical surface area required for the development of the cell lifting "force". Examples of such curvatures are given in Table V The dependence of bending degree on the critical surface area and cell length and width proportions can be demonstrated in another example. Artificial cells obtained in another chemical medium are shown in Fig. 11 . The smallest cell is only slightly deformed while the two long cells are strongly curved and tend to asymmetric cell division as predicted by Fig. 7-9 . This division possesses a remarkable feature from the standpoint of mechanics: the total surface area after it becomes reduced and as a result hydrodynamic properties of the division products change significantly. This statement can be proved by the thickness changing of the boundary layer flowing over the cell division products (see Fig. 12 ). The changes observed can be illustrated using simulation data outlined in the theoretical section of this article by plotting the lifting force (which is the correlate of specific surface area) dependence on the other variables for an abstract profile. The results are given in Table VI TABLE VI. PLOTTING THE LIFTING FORCE CURVES (WHICH IS THE CORRELATE OF SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA) Figure. 10. An example of artificial cell bending with the "cytoskeleton" curvature change  -airfoil boundary, p -pressure, n -normal to the airfoil, the corresponding total force for the cell will be determined by the osmotic pressure around its contour. At the same time the resistance scalar value is proportional to the characteristic area S. The latter for spherical cells is cross-section area, for rotating flagella -the area of "blades," for prosenchymal cells oriented along the flow -the volumetric area, and for cilia rows -their envelop surface area. Since the cell movement in the surrounding medium is rather slow, it is possible to use the induced drag to explain the effects observed in terms of the optimality theory. The induced drag is proportional to the square of the lifting force Y and is inversely proportional to the bearing surface S, its elongation , the medium density ρ and the square of speed V. This makes apparent the reasons for size heterogeneity (together with length to width ratio and dynamic characteristic heterogeneity) emergence in the populations of moving artificial cells observed in Fig. 13 at low magnification. From the standpoint of possible dimensional unification in the framework of group theory [62] and differential equation optimality [63] it is possible for the model simulating the prototype shape (form) to simulate the prototype group theoretic properties described by differential equations. If the iCHELL is a cell model and a certain airfoil is an iCHELL model in terms of KuttaJoukowski theorem, then (if cell division and shape changing can be simulated using iCHELLs), KuttaJoukowski law simulation for the corresponding iCHELL profile forms (or their airfoils) can reveal the parameter optimality areas for a similar type morphogenesis of biological cells. Since the optimality theory is widely used not only in aerodynamics [64] , but also in electrophysics [65] , it is possible to simulate electric field distribution in cell model electrophysiology with the computer calculation of similarity relations [66] . The only difference between the standard experimental similarity measurements using wind tunnels and similar equipment [67] and the recent approach proposed lies in the application of simulation modeling and the comparison of the results obtained with the secondary cell model -iCHELL instead of living cells. In subsequent studies we expect to apply the above approach in comparison with native biological cells.
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